
ATTRACT UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES
Encourage families and youth to experience Crissy Field for its culture, history, views, ecology, and recreation.  Improve Crissy Field’s connection to the rest of the city.
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Crissy Field Center is a dynamic hub of youth 
engagement, leadership, and environmental 
education.

Expand outdoor youth education.Crissy Field functions as a tourist 
destination and a local neighborhood park.

Expand on opportunities for families to 
socialize and teach future generations.

BALANCE MAINTENANCE INVESTMENTS WITH HIGH QUALITY RETURNS
Increase park durability and minimize extensive maintenance requirements.  Higher maintenance investment areas will correspond to areas of high user value.
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Entry Grove is iconic, but not widely 
used compared to other park areas.

Wind scour is exposing concrete 
foundations at East Beach.

Consider better turf options to 
make the Airfi eld more user and 
maintenance friendly.

East Beach landforms could be 
redesigned to provide habitat and 
require less maintenance.

West Bluff landforms provide a 
protective screen from the 
parking lot.

INTEGRATE CRISSY FIELD WITH SURROUNDING RESOURCES
Integrate Crissy Field with future Presidio developments, with surrounding city amenities, and the greater San Francisco waterfront.
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Future Tunnel Top Parklands will bridge the Presidio Main Post to 
Crissy Field.

Understand Crissy Field in the context of San Francisco’s 
northern waterfront and adjacent neighborhoods.

Marina Green

Fort Mason

Crissy Field
Palace of Fine Arts

Future cultural institute at the former 
Commissary site (currently Sports Basement).

IMPROVE CIRCULATION AND ACCESS FOR ALL  MODES
Prioritize pedestrian access. Improve bicycle circulation and safety.  Reduce vehicle circulation and parking confl icts.
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Beach entrance is narrow and hard to locate.Improve beach access for the disabled.Biker and pedestrian crowding 
along the Promenade.

West Bluff parking is tight and overcrowded.

CREATE A FLEXIBLE & ADAPTABLE FRAMEWORK
Adapt to changing conditions -- user needs, sea level rise, adjacent land uses.  
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Sea level rise Capacity to accommodate large crowds for events and shows such 
as America’s Cup, Fourth of July, and Fleet Week.

Adapt as San Francisco grows and evolves.

ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF USER EXPERIENCE
Promote a range of park prgrams and park areas that prioritize play, education, relaxation, and family.
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Improve East Beach parking.Promote family picnics and small parties. Airfi eld is a fl exible stage for pick-up games,
art, kite fl ying, and music.

Families, kite sailors, dog walkers, 
kayakers, and group gatherings on a 
fl exible beach.

CELEBRATE CRISSY FIELD’S HISTORIC CHARACTER
Expand historical interpretation and public awareness through program and park design features.
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The Airfi eld was instrumental to aviation history.  The hangers are retrofi tted for active use by 
local businesses and organizations

Increase interpretation at historic 
elements, such as the Cable Hut.

Expand program at the Twin Buildings and 
integrate with West Bluff amenities.

PRESERVE AND ENHANCE CRISSY FIELD’S NATURAL RESOURCES
Expand and enhance ecological services and educational opportunities.
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Develop a comprehensive tree 
management strategy.

Provide more connections and overlooks at the
tidal Marsh for birding and rest.

Nearly 100 species of birds use and 
inhabit the marsh.

Increase dune boardwalks and overlooks.
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